I.- WRITE A SHORT PARAGRAPH ABOUT YOUR VACATIONS USING THE NEXT VERBS IN THE SIMPLE PAST. Example: In my last vacations I went to Tampico.

GO, VISIT, SEE, EAT, BUY, PLAY, CALL, DRINK, WATCH, LISTEN, etc

________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

2.- READ THE NEXT VERBS AND WRITE THE PRESENT PERFECT / PAST PERFECT / FUTURE PERFECT

2 points all the verbs correctly, 1 point 2 verbs correctly, 0 points incorrect verbs.

* WENT __________________________ __________________________
* WON __________________________ __________________________
* PLAYED __________________________ __________________________
* HAD __________________________ __________________________

3.- USING THE TIME PHRASES READ THE NEXT SENTENCES AND WRITE ON THE LINE THE CORRECT ONE.

2 points all correct answer, 1 point 2 correct answers, 0 points incorrect answers.

When/ How often / How long
- In February 3rd I celebrated my birthday._________________________________
- I visited my grandparents’ house the last weekend__________________________
- I saw the snow sculptures every day._____________________________________
- The festival last 5 days ______________________________________

4.- WRITE SUPERLATIVE SENTENCES USING THE NEXT ADJECTIVES.

2 points all correct sentences, 1 point 2 correct sentences, 0 points incorrect sentences.

- Beautiful___________________________________________________
- big _______________________________________________________
- expensive___________________________________________________
- ugly_______________________________________________________

5.- WRITE THE TIME ADVERBS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER.

2 points all adverbs in order, 1 point 3 adverbs in order, 0 points incorrect answers.

NEXT YEAR/ TODAY/ LAST WEEK/ TOMORROW/ LAST YEAR/ YESTERDAY.

1.- __________________ 4.- __________________
2.- __________________ 5.- __________________
3.- __________________ 6.- __________________